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1 Introduction29

On several magnetic fusion devices magnetic divertors are used for controlling the impurity content30

of the main chamber plasma. For the measurement of electron density and temperature with high31

spatial resolution in the divertor, Thomson scattering (TS) systems are, and will be used. Divertor32

TS systems exist on DIIID [1] [2] [3], and TCV [4]. They are being designed on MAST Upgrade33

[5], NSTX-U [6], JT-60SA [7], and ITER [8].34

Divertor physics is also a main field of interest at the ASDEX (Axial Symmetric Divertor35

Experiment) Upgrade tokamak. On ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) divertor TS (DTS) therefore was36

foreseen from the beginning [9], but was not realized in the planned geometry: the simple approach37

of employing the lasers used for core TS also for DTS became impossible after changing the open38

divertor geometry used in the early years of AUG to the LYRA configuration [10], where since then39

these lasers run behind the divertor plates, where no plasma of interest exists.40

A new DTS system with a separate laser was installed with scattering volumes along a poloidal41

cord, which starts at the outer divertor plate, runs through the x-point and ends on the high field side.42

With such a TS system local quantitative information about the electron density and temperature in43

the divertor volume can be obtained, which is not possible with other methods like e. g. Langmuir44

probes, or spectroscopy.45

The paper is organized as follows: The specifications, the design, and the calibration of the46

DTS system are introduced in section 2. Examples of measured profiles are presented in section 3.47
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Figure 1. Poloidal cross section of the scattering geometry. The laser beam (LB) runs over a mirror (M3) to
the three ROIs (RL, RX, RH) for a dedicated magnetic reference equilibrium (#30624, t= 4.0 s), and finally
to the beam dump (BD). The scattered light is coupled to optical fibers (CF) by the collection lens (CL).

2 Specifications, design, calibration and commissioning of the DTS system48

The design of the DTS system is determined by the regions of interest (ROIs) in the lower divertor49

chamber, the access possibilities by the laser beam line and the observation optics. The Thomson50

scattered light is analyzed with polychromators which are designed to meet the expected range of51

electron densities and temperatures.52

2.1 Specifications53

The ROIs in the lower divertor, which shall be covered by the DTS system, are the regions above and54

along the outer divertor leg, the x-point, and the region of the high density front in the far scrape-off55

layer on the high field side [11] (see the ROIs marked by RL, RX, and RH in figure 1). Access to56

these regions defines the laser beam path (LB in figure 1) inside the vacuum vessel. Both a laser57

mirror (M3), the laser beam dump (BD), and the collection lens (CL), which couples the Thomson58

scattered light to fiber guides (CF), must be installed inside the vacuum vessel (see figure 1), which59

complicated the realisation of DTS.60

2.2 Laser beam line61

The laser beam line, the light collection and detection optics are shown schematically in figure 2:62

The beam of the laser (L) is guided via 3 mirrors (M1, M2, M3) to the scattering volumes in the63

plasma, and is finally absorbed by the beam dump (BD). The mirrors M1 and M2 are tiltable, to64

align the laser beam to mirror M3 (not tiltable) and the beam dump BD. At the transition from air65

to vacuum the laser beam passes two Brewster windows (B1, B2). This is for safety reasons: In the66

case of damaging one Brewster window by the laser, loss of vacuum is avoided.67
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Figure 2. Schematic of the laser beam line and light collection path. The laser beam line consists of laser
(L), energy monitor (EM), mirrors (M1, M2, M3), two Brewster windows (B1, B2) and beam dump (BD).
The laser beam profile is checked with camera C1. The laser beam positions at mirror M3 and at the beam
dump are monitored via optical fiber guides (PM-M3, PM-BD) through a vacuum window (W) by camera
C2. The signal path consists of the collection lens (CL), optical fiber guides (CF), the vacuum feed-throughs
(VF) and the polychromators (P).

The beam dump, located in vacuum, consists of absorbing glass plates. The laser beam enters68

the glass under Brewster angle, to minimize back reflections. The heat capacity of the passively69

cooled beam dump is limited: It was tested in the laboratory that it stands laser operation with pulse70

energy 700 mJ, and repetition rate 20 Hz for the duration of an ASDEX Upgrade plasma discharge,71

which is up to 10 s long.72

The laser beam profile is checked with camera C1. The positions of the laser beam on the73

mirror M3 and the beam dump are monitored by 4 fiber guides each (PM-M3, PM-BD) via a camera74

(C2) through a vacuum window (W). The fibers have a diameter of 480 µm and are located behind75

the absorbing glass of the beam dump, and behind the mirror M3 respectively. The shine through76

of the laser beam lights the fibers. They are arranged such that all 4 fibers each are illumiated by77

the outer edge of the laser beam profile, if the laser beam is in its correct position. The fiber core is78

made out of pure silica, so a degradation of the transmission due to neutron irradiation is expected79

not before 5 to 10 years.80

The energy of the laser is measured by the energy monitor (EM). It consists of an integrating81
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Figure 3. Optical design of the collection lens.

sphere and a fast PIN photodiode. The collection lens (CL) couples the scattered light into optical82

fibers (CF) guiding the light via vacuum feed-throughs (VF) to the polychromators (P).83

For Thomson scattering a pulsed Nd-YAG laser with wavelength 1064 nm, and repetition rate84

20 Hz is used. The laser has, due to its built-in telescope optics, a converging beam with a diameter85

of 8 mm at the position of the scattering volumes, which are at a distance of around 5.5 m away86

from the laser. The dielectric mirror M3 is located in vacuum. It has a special hard coating (HR87

type 2 manufactured by Laseroptik, Garbsen, Germany), deposited by ion beam sputtering, and88

thus has the same high laser induced damage threshold both in air, and in vacuum. Inspection of the89

in-vessel components of the diagnostic after two experimental campaigns showed, that mirror M390

of the laser beam line had changed its orientation and that the laser beamwas hitting a baffle and was91

back reflected on mirror M3. To avoid this in the future the identified mechanical structures were92

reinforced. If mirror M3 inside the vacuum vessel would be damaged again by the laser beam, it is93

impossible to replace it during an experimental campaign, because the vacuum vessel is closed over94

several months. Two measures were taken to reduce this risk: a) An injection-seeded laser is used95

now, which emits a continuous pulse without high intensity spikes, which can damage dielectric96

mirrors [12]. b) The laser is operated at a pulse energy of only 400 mJ, to limit the energy deposited97

in the beam dump and on the mirror M3. It was found that this pulse energy is enough for obtaining98

good scattering signals.99

Laser light can potentially illuminate parts of the ASDEX Upgrade inner wall, which are100

viewed by the collection lens, and thus can lead to high laser stray light levels. This is reduced by101

encapsulating the laser beam on its way to the divertor chamber in fully baffled and light tight pipes.102

2.3 Light collection path103

For the collection lens the scattering volumes are located within an angle of view of around 45o.104

The optical design of the collection lens is shown in figure 3. Due to space restrictions the fiber105

guides on the image side of the collection lens must be parallel to the horizontal pump port of the106

vacuum vessel. This parallelisation of the optical path is achieved with an image-side telecentric107

design. The laser beam is tilted by 40o with respect to the optical axis of the collection cell. The108

collection lens is therefore also anamorphic, to image an area around the scattering volume of about109
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Figure 4. Optical design of a polychromator and typical relative sensitivities of the spectral channels.

1 cm length along, and of 1 cm width perpendicular to the laser beam onto circular fibers. To110

maximize the light collection power in this tight geometry a f/0.6 collection lens (according to the111

definition for circular lenses) is used. It is located behind the divertor tiles. For collecting the112

scattered light a rectangular aperture between the divertor tiles with a width of 2 cm in the toroidal113

direction could be realized without compromising divertor performance. So the actual shape of the114

collection lens is not circular, but rectangular, as given by the aperture between the divertor tiles.115

In the image plain of the collection lens the TS light is focused into fibers. Each fiber is routed116

via individual vacuum feed-throughs out of the ASDEX Upgrade vessel to the polychromators,117

which are located outside the torus hall. Since the amount of work to produce these vacuum118

feed-throughs is high, the number of fibers was minimized. So for each spatial channel a single119

fiber it used. As suitable to the optical requirements, a fiber with diameter 1000 µm and ultra high120

numerical aperture NA= 0.66 is used. Since the collection lens is inside the vacuum vessel, the121

fiber must also be compatible with ultra-high vacuum conditions. Such a fiber is of the silica core,122

Teflon cladding, silicone buffer type. For high transmission in the near infrared the low-OH silica123

core version was chosen. As a start a number of 24 fibers and thus spatial channels was realized.124

2.4 Polychromators125

For each spatial channel a separate polychromator is used. The TS spectra expected for the specified126

electron temperature range of 1 - 100 eV are analyzed with 4 spectral channels. The optical design127

is of the standard type (see figure 4): the diverging light bundle emerging from the small diameter128

input fiber is transformed to a low divergence large diameter beam, which passes over the spectral129

channels successively. Interference filters are used to select the spectral ranges and to suppress130

the laser stray light in each spectral channel. The suppression for the laser wavelength is > OD6.131

Typical relative spectral sensitivities of the spectral channels of a polychromator are shown in figure132

4. During the commissioning phase in around half of the polychromators some laser stray light was133

detected in the spectral channel, which is close to the wavelength of the laser. For these spectral134

channels the filters had to be doubled. The light, which is not transmitted by a filter is reflected to135

the subsequent filter. The TS light pulses are detected by avalanche photodiodes.136
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Figure 5. On the left side profiles of electron density ne and temperature Te versus the laser beam coordinate
d are shown for two neighboring time points for an L mode plasma. The positions of the outer and inner
divertor leg are indicated. On the right side the mean values of electron density ne and temperature Te over
two time points t1, t2 are plotted at the positions of the scattering volumes together with the shape of the
magnetic equilibrium.

2.5 Data acquisition137

The signals of the detectors are sampled by newly developed data acquisition modules (1 GSam-138

ples/s, 14 bit resolution), which are tailored to fit for the in-house data link standard SIO2 [13].139

With this high bit resolution, both small, and large signals can be recorded with the same amplifier140

settings for the detectors and sensitvity settings for the data acquisition modules. This has two141

advantages: (a) Systematic errors between Thomson scattering and calibration data are reduced.142

(b) For plasmas with low electron densities, or with electron temperatures outside the specified143

range, the signal amplitudes in the spectral channels decrease and may become comparable to the144

noise level. When the noise level is resolved with some bits, such small signals can still be detected145

by employing data processing techniques [14].146

2.6 Calibrations147

For determining the electron temperature from the relative signal amplitudes of the spectral channels148

a relative calibration is performed. An absolute calibration is necessary to obtain the electron149

density. The relative calibration, which is done with an optical parametric oscillator, and the150

absolute calibration by Raman scattering in nitrogen are analog to the methods described in [15].151
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3 Examples of measured electron density and temperature profiles152

In the following some examples are shown, which demonstrate the actual measurement capabilities153

of the DTS system.154

3.1 L mode155

The Lmode discharge with shot number #38552 (line averaged density ne= 4.4 × 1019 m−3, toroidal156

magnetic field Bt= -2.5 T, plasma current Ip= 600 kA, electron cyclotron resonance heating PECRH=157

0.4 MW) is chosen, because here the capability to measure small temperatures is demonstrated.158

Profiles of electron density ne and temperature Te versus the coordinate d along the laser beam are159

shown in figure 5. The laser beam enters the divertor chamber on the low field side (LFS) at d≈ 0.0160

m. In figure 5 also the profiles of electron density and temperature averaged over two time points161

are plotted in a poloidal plane at the positions of the scattering volumes together with the shape162

of the magnetic equilibrium. Towards the outer divertor leg the electron density is rising. In the163

private flux region between outer and inner divertor leg the electron density is low, but not zero.164

On the high field side (HFS) a high electron density is measured. The electron temperatures are165

around 0.3 - 2 eV.166

Table 1. Electron densities ne, temperatures Te, and pressures ne × Te in the midplane, and in the divertor,
at the LFS for shot #38552, at the time t≈ 2.5 s.

Position (LFS) ne [1019 m−3] Te [eV] ne × Te [1019 m−3 eV]
midplane 0.5 25 12.5
divertor 10 1 10

It is now checked, if the electron pressure is conserved along an open magnetic flux surface167

connecting the divertor and themidplane of the plasma on the LFS. The electron pressures measured168

with DTS in the divertor, and with edge Thomson scattering in the midplane of the plasma agree169

(see table 1).170

3.2 H mode171

The H mode discharge with shot number #38659 (line averaged density ne= 4.2 × 1019 m−3,172

reversed toroidal magnetic field Bt= 2.4 T, and plasma current Ip= -810 kA, electron resonance173

heating PECRH= 1.5 MW, neutral beam injection heating PNBI= 7.7 MW) is shown in figure 6.174

Here electron temperatures of up to 200 eV are measuered with DTS, due to the scattering volume175

being above the x-point in the confined region. This temperature is larger than the designed range176

of the spectrometers, but it is still possible to measure it, although with increased error bars.177

3.3 Standard H mode with Edge Localized Modes178

For constant plasma parameters (ne= 8.1 × 1019 m−3, Bt= -2.5 T, Ip= 1.0 MA, PECRH= 2.7 MW,179

PNBI= 5.1 MW) in a standard H mode discharge electron density and temperature profiles for180

different phases of edge localized modes (ELMs) and inter-ELM fluctuations, which are observed181

with DTS are shown in figure 7. The ELMs deposit heat and particles on the divertor plates, giving182

rise to poloidal thermo currents [16] measured in the signal Ipolsola. In figure 7 the time points183
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Figure 6. Measured electron density ne and temperature Te profiles along the laser beam coordinate d for
two neighboring time points for a H mode plasma in reversed Ip , Bt . The positions of the outer and inner
divertor leg are indicated. The mean values of electron density ne and temperature Te over two time points
t1, t2 are plotted at the position of the scattering volumes together with the shape of the magnetic equilibrium
for a quiescent H mode plasma in reversed Ip , Bt .
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Figure 7. Electron density ne and temperature Te profiles along the laser beam coordinate d for a standard H
mode plasma during a phase with ELMs. The time points of the DTS profiles are indicated by vertical lines
in the insert plot with respect to the thermo current Ipolsola in the outer divertor versus time t.
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when the DTS laser was fired are indicated with respect to the thermo currents Ipolsola. As a first184

interpretation one finds, that during and in-between ELMs, phases of high electron density and low185

electron temperature and vice versa are measured on the LFS (time points 1 and 7 in figure 7).186

On the HFS a high electron density and low electron temperature plasma exists. Higher electron187

densities on the HFS are often correlated with lower electron densities in the outer divertor and188

vice versa (time points 5 and 6 in figure 7). More detailed interpretations will be the subject of189

forthcoming work.190

4 Conclusion191

With the newDTS system electron density and temperature values can now bemeasured in the lower192

divertor of AUG. A multitude of divertor plasmas will be characterized with DTS to understand the193

underlying physics.194
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